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CIMdata News 

CIMdata Brings the PLM Industry’s Premier Education and Training Program to the Boston Area 

14 February 2014 

 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic consulting and research firm announces that it will 

bring its highly acclaimed PLM Certificate Program to Andover, Massachusetts from May 19-23. The 

CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is the flagship offering of CIMdata PLM Leadership — the PLM 

industry’s most comprehensive non-biased education offering for today’s PLM professionals. 

The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program ensures PLM professionals at several levels have the tools they 

need to successfully address the challenges inherent in PLM strategy development and implementation. 

This assessment-based certificate program includes a personalized classroom experience, individual and 

team-based exercises, and individual evaluations of achievement. In addition, the program provides 

intensive and extensive exposure to a team of CIMdata experts. Upon successful completion of the 

program, participants receive a CIMdata PLM Certificate and become a member of CIMdata’s global 

PLM Leadership community. 

 “We are delighted to be bringing the CIMdata PLM Certificate program back to Andover. Making 

CIMdata’s world-class PLM Certificate program available in the Boston area will ensure that a wide 

range of PLM professionals will have the opportunity to participate in this valuable program, which has 

come to be regarded as the de-facto standard for PLM education and training.” said James McKinney, 

CIMdata’s PLM Leadership Practice Manager. 

The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is built on CIMdata’s over 30 years of extensive worldwide 

experience guiding industrial companies in successfully defining and implementing best-in-class PLM 

strategies and tactics. The program is available to industrial companies that are considering or are 

already implementing PLM, and to PLM solution and service providers. PLM Certificate Program 
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participants may register online for either a 3-day or 5-day program. For more information on CIMdata’s 

PLM Certificate Program visit our website at http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-certificate-

program. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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INCOSE MBSE Workshop at INCOSE IW 2014: “Infusing MBSE Across Domains”: a CIMdata 

Commentary  

11 February 2014 

 

Key takeaways: 

 Outside of the software engineering domain (where the model-based principles were initially 

developed and applied starting in the 1980s), cross-domain MBSE is still in the very early stage 

of industry adoption, similar in nature to mechanical CAD and CAE technology in the early to 

mid 1980s 

 Early adopters of MBSE are starting to implement this approach within selected programs and 

domains with positive metrics of success; albeit not without the normal challenges of major 

process change and related organizational training 

 System modeling languages such as UML/OMG SysML and Modelica are rapidly maturing to 

meet the needs of the systems engineering community 

 Standards for MBSE data exchange, interoperability, and data visualization (e.g., OSLC, 

OSLC4MBSE, FMI and DoDAF) are rapidly emerging and maturing 

 

INCOSE MBSE Workshop Highlights 

Over 400 INCOSE
1
 members attended the recent International Workshop 2014 and MBSE Workshop 

                                                 
1
 The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) is a not-for-profit membership organization founded to 

http://cimdata.com/en/education/plm-certificate-program
http://cimdata.com/en/education/plm-certificate-program
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Documents/Press%20Releases/www.CIMdata.com
http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
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events held in the Los Angeles, CA area from January 25-28. An intense two-day weekend workshop 

was focused exclusively on Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE). MBSE is one of the key 

strategic initiatives of the INCOSE SE Vision 2020
2
. 

 

The charter of the INCOSE MBSE Initiative is to promote, advance, and institutionalize the practice of 

MBSE through broad industry and academic involvement. These activities focus on research; standards; 

processes, practices, and methods; tools and technology; and outreach, training, and education. To 

accomplish these objectives, the MBSE Working Group consists of a number of Challenge Teams, 

Activity Teams, and related Working Groups/Collaborations. 

During the course of the two-day MBSE Workshop, speakers from industry, government, and academia 

presented on their experiences with implementing MBSE in application domains covering space 

systems, aircraft, defense systems, rail and infrastructure, vehicle and automotive, engine and 

powertrain, and consumer products. Participants from research and academia as well as MBSE and PLM 

solution providers presented during breakout sessions on their activities in MBSE Model Management, 

MBSE Modeling and Simulation Interoperability, and System Modeling and Simulation (a relatively 

new NAFEMS and INCOSE joint activity). 

Of particular note are some of the lessons learned by industry leaders such as JPL, Ford, Boeing, Procter 

& Gamble, and the Department of Defense as they have embarked on implementing the model-based 

digital approach and technology into their traditional document-based systems engineering 

organizations. Despite the significant diversity of business models and products represented by this 

group of early adopters (i.e., production quantities of millions/day vs. a few units/year and unit costs 

ranging from 25 cents for a diaper to $2.5B for an aircraft or a planetary spacecraft mission), they all 

were in concert about the business benefits and strategic importance of MBSE to their product and 

process development activities. They also acknowledged the challenges that exist on several dimensions 

to make MBSE the foundation for their future Systems Engineering activities. 

Implementation challenges were highlighted in the areas of tools and technology, training and support, 

organizational and cultural change, and business metrics and ROI based on real use cases. In the area of 

tools and technology, end users were particularly concerned and quite vocal about the need for MBSE 

data exchange standards and interoperability of software tools across the engineering domains. It is 

evident that the scope of MBSE as envisioned by INCOSE and by industry is not likely to be served by 

any one software provider in the near future (if ever) so end users clearly want to be able to protect their 

investment in tools, IT infrastructure, and intellectual property as they begin to implement the MBSE 

approach. Knowledge capture and re-use across tools and processes is seen as a key factor in building 

ROI for business case justification for MBSE investments. The large PLM solution providers such as 

IBM Rational, Dassault Systèmes, PTC, and Siemens PLM Software as well as smaller MBSE providers 

and academia, such as InterCAX (SLIM), Modelon (FMI/FMU), Phoenix Integration 

(ModelCenter/MBSE Analyzer), Koneksys (OSLC4MBSE), and Georgia Tech (MBSE Center) are all 

actively working towards more open systems modeling environments based on industry standards. They 

                                                                                                                                                                         
develop and disseminate the interdisciplinary principles and practices that enable the successful realization of today’s 

complex systems. Since INCOSE’s formation in 1990, this global organization based in San Diego, CA. has grown to over 

9,420 members consisting of 67 local chapters located in 58 countries. 
2
 MBSE Definition (INCOSE SE Vision 2020, September 2007) 

“Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, 

design, analysis, verification and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout 

development and later life cycle phases.” 
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shared their current product offerings and future research plans for addressing the openness and data 

interoperability requirements of end users. The innovative efforts of the smaller, niche MBSE providers 

hold great potential to accelerate the adoption rate for MBSE within a PLM framework, particularly in 

the area of cross-domain functional performance simulation and conceptual optimization. 

All the presenters acknowledged the significant people, culture, and organizational challenges that exist 

in adapting today’s systems engineering “best practices” into an MBSE framework. As with any 

significant process and technology change, there will be normal cultural resistance due to existing 

organizational processes as well as knowledge and information silos that run counter to the collaborative 

nature of an MBSE-centric process. Ultimately, MBSE will not be successful unless it helps break down 

communication barriers among all the stakeholders in the product development process. Realizing the 

benefits of having a common systems description for today’s complex systems and even systems of 

systems (i.e., defining, updating, and tracking requirements over time, identifying design gaps and 

inconsistencies to minimize engineering change, supporting re-use of modeling and design information 

within and across domains, increasing trade space exploration at the conceptual stage, improving 

systems-level testing and validation, in-service maintainability and design upgrades, etc.) requires a next 

generation digital-based approach. 

Resistance to change will also be present at the individual system engineer level. To address this reality, 

presenters highlighted the importance of training and education so that today’s systems engineers clearly 

understand the benefits that can accrue to them (How does this make my job easier?) as well as to the 

organization (successful products). Providing MBSE mentors and technical support in early 

implementation projects is critical to make the systems engineer feel more productive using MBSE as a 

complement to their existing tools and deep process knowledge and to ensure successful MBSE 

implementations, including both hard and soft benefit metrics. 

Presenters encouraged the “crawl-walk-run” model of MBSE implementation, which has historically 

been most successful in engineering domains when introducing new processes and technologies such as 

CAD, CAE, product data management (PDM), and product lifecycle management (PLM). Initial 

implementation projects must be realistically scoped and staffed and need passionate internal champions 

in senior engineering management as well as on the program team that will not allow the initial MBSE 

implementation projects to fail due to the inevitable organizational and cultural hurdles and related 

resistance to change. Success metrics and business benefits, both financial and non-financial, should be 

agreed upon up front with the team and then tracked carefully throughout the project to establish a 

baseline for ROI. These challenges must be addressed to realize INCOSE’s Vision for MBSE, shown in 

Figure 1, within the next decade, resulting in the institutionalized application of MBSE across industry 

domains as well as academia. 
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Figure 1—INCOSE MBSE Roadmap 

(Courtesy of INCOSE) 

 

For further details on the MBSE Workshop, many of the INCOSE Workshop presentations are available 

to both INCOSE members and the general public, go to http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php. 

CIMdata conducts Knowledge Councils in a number of PLM related domains including Systems 

Engineering and Simulation & Analysis. In addition to research and consulting in these areas, CIMdata 

hosts annual Council Workshops where industry, government, software and service providers, and 

academia participate to discuss industry best practices, identify industry issues and requirements and 

exchange information on the challenges of practical implementation of next generation methods, tools, 

and technologies. The next Systems Engineering Workshops will take place during the months of April 

and May 2014 in Germany and the United States. See http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/workshops for 

more information. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

http://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php
http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/workshops
http://www.cimdata.com/
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Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Acquisitions 

Dassault Systèmes’ Tender Offer for Accelrys Commences 

14 February 2014 

 

Dassault Systèmes announces that it commenced a cash tender offer for all of the outstanding shares of 

Accelrys common stock at a price of $12.50 per share yesterday. The tender offer is being made 

pursuant to the previously announced merger agreement dated January 30, 2014 between the companies. 

The tender offer period will expire at 12:00 midnight (New York City time) at the end of the day on 

March 13, 2014, unless otherwise extended or terminated. 

Dassault Systèmes has filed a tender offer statement on Schedule TO with the United States Securities 

and Exchange Commission (SEC). 3DS Acquisition Corp., a US affiliate of Dassault Systèmes, is the 

acquirer in the tender offer.  The Offer to Purchase contained within the Schedule TO sets out the terms 

and conditions of the tender offer. 

Accelrys has also filed a Solicitation/Recommendation Statement with the SEC, which includes the 

recommendation of the Accelrys board of directors that Accelrys stockholders tender their shares in the 

tender offer. 

As promptly as practicable following the completion of the tender offer, Dassault Systèmes will acquire 

all remaining Accelrys shares through a merger at the tender offer price. 

The tender offer and the merger are subject to customary closing conditions, including the acquisition by 

3DS Acquisition Corp. of at least a majority of Accelrys’ outstanding shares in the tender offer and 

customary regulatory approvals.  

 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI: Acquisition of the Vietnamese Company: CAMMECH 

12 February 2014 

 

ESI announces the acquisition of the Vietnamese company Cam Mechanical Solutions Co., 

Ltd, (CAMMECH). This facilitates the creation in Asia of a ‘near-shore’ services division that will be 

dedicated to execution of high value-added projects. 

Based in Hô-Chi-Minh city, CAMMECH employs a team of 10 highly qualified engineers which will 

serve as a foundation for further expansion in Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE). 

This acquisition brings to ESI an enhanced understanding of the Vietnamese market and, in that context, 

the expertise of a local and highly competent partner fully operational with a skilled management team. 

This platform also facilitates recruitment of experienced engineers, ready to operate immediately. 

This new regional foothold is part of the growth strategy within which ESI Group aims to: 
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 Support companies who are already investing in virtual prototyping as a platform for product 

development and foster the interest of new companies and new business sectors in this disruptive 

technology. 

 Develop centers of competency in economically attractive countries that also noticeably achieve 

high levels of education in science and engineering. 

Based on its successful experience with its Tunisian subsidiary, which has supported European 

customers since 2009, ESI is thus replicating the foundation of a production center in the Far East, with 

the objective of delivering high end projects for its Asian customers. 

The extension of their worldwide presence will assist their Asian customers to implement necessary 

changes as they expand the use of virtual prototyping to spur innovation and to retain their international 

competitive edge. 

Lech Tomasz KISIELEWICZ, Executive Vice-President for ESI ‘Services Operations’, comments: “The 

acquisition of the CAMMECH company allows the extension of our multi-shore coverage in Asia and 

the opening of a new center of competency close to our customers on this continent. Through this new 

foothold we will meet the growth in demand for our services both on local and continental markets, and 

more specifically in Japan and South Korea. We are also pleased to welcome a new highly experienced 

team on which we can count to support the Group’s development in Asia and around services dedicated 

to high value-added projects.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Intergraph® Acquires GT STRUDL® from the Georgia Tech Research Corporation 

10 February 2014 

 

Intergraph Process, Power & Marine, has announced the acquisition of GT STRUDL
®
, a computer-aided 

structural engineering (CAE) software system, from the Georgia Tech Research Corporation of Atlanta, 

Ga. As part of the acquisition, the 10 skilled staff and management team members of the Computer-

Aided Structural Engineering Center (CASE Center) have joined Intergraph. GT STRUDL is widely 

used in a variety of industries such as nuclear power and nuclear defense industries, conventional power 

generation, general plant structures, offshore structures, marine applications, general civil engineering 

and infrastructure structures. 

In the United States nuclear industry, GT STRUDL is widely used by major companies in the design, 

maintenance and upgrading of safety-critical structures such as turbine buildings, boiler buildings, 

equipment support structures, pipe support systems and other related civil engineering structures. The 

acquisition of GT STRUDL will strengthen Intergraph's existing suite of engineering analysis solutions 

for the power, process and offshore industries. 

Developed by the CASE Center within the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Georgia 

Institute of Technology, GT STRUDL uniquely integrates graphical modeling, frame and finite 

element linear and nonlinear static and dynamic analysis, structural frame design, graphical analysis and 

design result display and structural database management all into a powerful, menu-driven information 

processing system. The product is well-respected with a 30-year history of meeting stringent U.S. 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Department of Energy regulations and guidelines. 

Intergraph's EPC and owner operator customers will benefit from an extended suite of engineering 
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solutions and support to the process, power and marine industries. "Intergraph's acquisition of GT 

STRUDL will accelerate our vision of further improving structural engineering with cutting-edge 

technology to aid the engineering design decision-making process," said Drs. Leroy Emkin and Kenneth 

Will, founders and co-directors of the CASE Center. "Intergraph's global reach provides many 

opportunities to expand into new markets and go more deeply into our existing ones. We have always 

viewed Intergraph as a leader in the industry and along with the entire CASE Center team, are very 

pleased to join Intergraph. This is also great news for our loyal users, as our active user group and 

annual meetings have been an invaluable resource and major part of our success that we aim to maintain 

and grow within Intergraph." 

Users of GT STRUDL will benefit from Intergraph's continued commitment to research and 

development as well as combined support from teams specializing in engineering solutions located 

around the world. Intergraph will provide current GT STRUDL licensees with uninterrupted support, 

maintenance and software upgrades as part of their maintenance agreements. 

Existing Intergraph customers will benefit from the availability of an efficient, highly reliable and fully 

integrated system to support the computation, data management and decision-making needs of the 

structural analyst and structural designer. 

"With the acquisition of GT STRUDL and its skilled and experienced R&D team, Intergraph gains a 

successful and well-established structural analysis and design program, heavily focused on the growing 

global nuclear power, general plant design, and offshore industry markets," said Gerhard Sallinger, 

Intergraph Process, Power & Marine president. "This acquisition allows us to provide our global 

SmartPlant Enterprise EPC and owner operator customers an even greater comprehensive and 

interoperable solution to reduce costs and increase efficiencies." 

 

SmartPlant Enterprise is an integrated software suite that provides full design, construction, materials 

and engineering data management capabilities needed for the creation, safe operation, maintenance and 

capital Project Life Cycle Management (cPLM) of large-scale process, power, marine and offshore 

projects. Intergraph remains committed to providing the process, power and marine industry with the 

broadest suite of engineering solutions on the marketplace today. Intergraph also leads the industry in 

allowing engineering and design to share relevant information seamlessly, thereby maintaining accuracy 

and improving efficiency. 
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Synopsys Acquires Target Compiler Technologies 

10 February 2014 

 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced it has completed the acquisition of Target Compiler Technologies, a 

privately held company headquartered in Leuven, Belgium, that provides software tools to design and 

program application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs). ASIPs complement industry-standard 

processor architectures by enabling designers to implement their own highly specialized software 

programmable engines for compute-intensive digital signal and data plane processing. The acquisition of 
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Target strengthens Synopsys' existing ASIP tools portfolio while bringing a world-class team of ASIP 

experts into the company. 

 

"As today's SoCs rely more on heterogeneous multi-core architectures, designers are turning to ASIPs to 

implement their unique data plane and digital signal processing requirements," said John Koeter, vice 

president of marketing of IP and Systems at Synopsys. "Target's leading IP Designer and MP Designer 

software tools perfectly complement Synopsys' offerings for ASIP developers, enabling design teams to 

develop ASIPs that meet their performance, power, and flexibility requirements more efficiently and 

with less risk." Terms of the deal have not been disclosed. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Viewpoint Construction Software Acquires Maxwell Systems 

10 February 2014 

 

Viewpoint Construction Software® has acquired Maxwell Systems, a long time provider of construction 

software solutions built for contractors including takeoff and estimating, project management and 

accounting solutions. This acquisition provides Viewpoint the opportunity to extend and increase their 

ability to provide contemporary and mission-critical software solutions, including estimating, to a 

broader construction market audience. 

More than 200 Maxwell team members will join the Viewpoint family and continue the development 

and support of core Maxwell products. With this acquisition, the Viewpoint organization will now 

employ nearly 700 people and will serve more than 8,000 customers worldwide. 

"Viewpoint has been very successful in serving the needs of construction organizations that require a 

highly configurable and scalable ERP solution. Even with this success, we were looking to extend our 

focus on customer care to a large portion of the market – more than 500,000 construction firms – who 

are looking for an integrated but very easy to use solution that's better focused on their business model," 

stated Jay Haladay, CEO of Viewpoint. "Solving these contractor needs required a different approach, 

and Maxwell's ProContractor product fits quite well. ProContractor is built using the same Microsoft 

components used in Viewpoint's V6 Accounting and Project Management software, but is fine-tuned for 

simplicity and ease of use. Beyond meeting the needs of this broader market, Viewpoint becomes one of 

the most comprehensive construction-specific software publishers in the world and provides solutions 

that address all points of the construction life cycle from estimating and preconstruction to service 

maintenance." 

"Viewpoint is also excited to continue Maxwell's significant sponsorship of the Associated Builders and 

Contractors. This, combined with Viewpoint's existing Premier Partner relationship with 

the CFMA(Construction Financial Managers Association) demonstrates our long term commitment to 

the construction industry," continued Haladay. 

Viewpoint will be attending ABC's BizCon Feb. 11-12 in Maui, Hawaii and Conexpo, March 4-8 in Las 

Vegas where they will be showcasing both the Maxwell and Viewpoint product lines. In April, 

Viewpoint looks forward to the Maxwell User Conference, held April 7-9 at the Caribe Royale All-Suite 

Hotel & Convention Center in Orlando Fla., giving Viewpoint the opportunity to meet and learn more 

http://www.viewpointcs.com/
http://www.abc.org/
http://www.abc.org/
http://www.cfma.org/
http://bizcon.abc.org/
http://www.conexpoconagg.com/
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about the Maxwell customer community, while also providing Maxwell customers the opportunity to 

learn more about Viewpoint. 

Goodwin Procter provided legal representation with Wells Fargo and Silicon Valley Bank also 

supporting the transaction. 
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Company News 

Agilent Technologies Names Guillermo Gualino as Vice President and Treasurer 

7 February 2014 

 

Agilent Technologies Inc. announced that Guillermo Gualino has been named vice president and 

treasurer. Gualino, who has been assistant treasurer, replaces Robert Cantrell, who will move to 

Keysight Technologies, the new electronic measurement company to be formed by the separation of 

Agilent into two publicly traded companies. 

In his new position, Gualino will be responsible for Agilent's Treasury function. He will report to 

Agilent Senior Vice President and CFO Didier Hirsch. 

"Guillermo brings solid financial expertise and experience to his new role," said Hirsch. "I am confident 

in his abilities to help us shape the financial profile and structure of the new Agilent as we become a 

company focused on the life sciences, diagnostics and applied markets." 

Gualino has held increasingly responsible financial positions across corporate, financial consulting and 

venture capital sectors. Prior to joining Agilent in 2011, he was assistant treasurer at Flextronics 

International. His previous experience includes work with Ernst & Young, PricewaterhouseCoopers and 

the Ventana Growth Fund, a California-based private equity firm. 
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ANSYS Announces Senior Management Transition in Apache Design Business 

11 February 2014 

 

ANSYS, Inc. announced that Dr. Andrew Yang, ANSYS Vice President and General Manager, and 

President of its Apache Design business, will officially step down from his current role. Dr. Yang will 

remain working as part of the ANSYS management team through August 1, 2014, reporting directly 

to Walid Abu-Hadba, Chief Product Officer of ANSYS. In his new role, Dr. Yang will focus on the 

leadership transition, working closely with Walid and other members of the organization to ensure that 

the Apache team and business are well positioned to continue their long record of creating leading-edge 

technology for our customers and delivering positive results for our stockholders. 

"The Apache Design business, employees and customers have been a great addition to the ANSYS 

family since the closing of the acquisition in August 2011," said Jim Cashman, ANSYS president and 

CEO. "The combination of ANSYS and Apache has given us the most comprehensive electronics 

engineering simulation software in the industry. I want to personally thank Andrew for being part of the 
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ANSYS team for these past several years, and for the contributions that he individually and the entire 

Apache team has made, and will continue to make, towards our success. We wish Andrew the best as he 

moves onto his next exciting endeavor," Cashman stated. 

"The Apache business is well-positioned to continue its record of delivering results for our customers 

and our stockholders," said Andrew Yang, Apache president. "Working closely with Walid and the 

Apache leadership team, we will ensure that we continue to execute on our strategic plan for the 

business, and prepare for my transition out of the day-to-day business of leading Apache. This has been 

an incredible experience for me. I wish ANSYS and the team years of continued growth and success." 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

BETA CAE Systems S.A. Announces The Establishment Of BETA CAE Italy Srl, Its New Subsidiary 

in Turin, Italy 

11 February 2014 

 

BETA CAE Systems S.A., announces the further expansion of its operations, with the establishment of a 

subsidiary company in Italy. BETA CAE Italy Srl, based in Turin, has the mission to enhance the 

customers service experience for the CAE engineers in Italy and contribute to the further deployment of 

BETA CAE Systems portfolio. 

The upgrade of the regional representative office of BETA CAE Systems in Turin to a subsidiary entity 

was a natural evolution after the warm welcome from our customers and the significant market share 

growth of the recent years. This evolution is one more demonstration of our company's commitment to 

bring our best-in-class software solutions and know-how in multi-disciplinary CAE processes, closer 

and faster to the market. 

"The reinforcement of our presence in Italy is of significant importance for both our company and our 

customers", said Emidio Giordano, Vice President and Managing Director of BETA CAE Italy. "The 

positive response we had from our customers and the business growth we experienced during the first 

year of activity of our representative office has encouraged us to move forward and invest in the 

establishment of a fully incorporated Italian company. This step is our most effective answer to the 

turbulent period that Italy is currently facing: we are here to stay, to grow and to expand our activities. 

We seek to employ young talents and invest our human and financial resources to offer the best-in-class 

support to our customers, providing them with the right tools to innovate, consolidate, deliver. With the 

recent developments in the major car-maker asset we can offer a strategic edge to empower the recovery 

of the automotive Italian tradition: a symbol of passion, style and technique." 

"We always had strong partnerships with the Italian automotive and motorsports industries, since they 

were among the first that welcomed us more than twenty years ago", said Sam Saltiel, Chief 

Communication Officer and Head of Customers Service of BETA CAE Systems. "The enhancement of 

this relationship is of paramount importance to us. Upgrading our representative office in Italy to a 

subsidiary, further increases our potential in all industrial sectors and enables us to deliver a higher level 

of customers services experience". 
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Bentley Systems Named Construction Computing’s ‘Company of the Year’ for Second  

Year Running 

12 February 2014 

 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated, today announced that it was named “The Company of the Year” at the 

Construction Computing Awards 2013 (also known as The Hammers) program – marking the second 

year in a row that Bentley has achieved this recognition. Bentley further announced that SpecWave 

Composer – Bentley’s specification creation, control, and compliance software – received the top award 

in the “One to Watch Product” category, which acknowledged new products launched in 2013 that are 

going to become “big” in the next 12 months. Bentley also was named runner-up in the “Architectural 

Software Product of the Year” category for GenerativeComponents, “Document and Content 

Management Product of the Year” category for ProjectWise, and “Mobile Technology of the Year” 

category for Field Supervisor. 

Sponsored by Construction Computing magazine in the U.K., the Construction Computing Awards, 

which are now in their 8th year, showcase and acknowledge technology, tools, and solutions for the 

effective design, construction, maintenance, and modification of commercial buildings, residential and 

social housing, and civil engineering projects of all sizes. The winners are selected by Construction 

Computing magazine’s readership, which includes IT professionals in construction, product, project 

design and service companies, and a panel of influential industry experts that judges the project 

categories. 

David Chadwick, editor, CAD User and Construction Computing – U.K., said, “Bentley’s 'Company of 

the Year' award win for a second straight year is further evidence of this company’s steadfast 

commitment to providing innovative products and services to the construction industry that address both 

project and infrastructure performance. Examples previewed at Bentley’s recent Year in 

Infrastructure Conference in London include not only SpecWave Composer, but also ProjectWise 

Construction Work Package Server for managing the lifecycle of construction work packages 

and Bentley CONNECT services for connecting project participants in cloud and hybrid environments. A 

shared capability of Bentley offerings is information mobility for collaboration, achieved through B/IM 

– Bentley’s advancement of the reach and benefits of BIM. On behalf of the entire Construction 

Computing staff, I congratulate Bentley on this latest recognition.” 

Commenting on the awards, Huw Roberts, Bentley vice president, platform advantage, said, “It’s truly 

an honor to be recognized by the readership of Construction Computing, and we thank them for their 

vote of confidence. We also thank the editorial staff of Construction Computing for doing a superior job 

of encouraging these IT professionals in construction to explore and consider the adoption of 

innovations like our B/IM advancement that supports collaborative BIM and helps the thousands of 

moving parts in construction to work as one, reducing risk and improving profitability for owners and 

contractors alike.” 

He continued, “We proudly accept this award on behalf of not only all of our colleagues but also all of 

our construction users around the world, who innovatively apply our products to accomplish great things 

in project and asset lifecycles.” 
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BIMpartner - new BIMobject® Business Partner in Norway 

11 February 2014 

 

The BIMobject® Team is proud to announce a Norwegian BIMobject® Business Partner - BIMpartner, 

founded by Mr Tom R. Holbein. BIMpartner is providing services within property development, 

focusing on the use of BIM technology. BIMpartner will work with sales of BIMobject® solutions and 

services, locally in Norway. 

Tom R. Holbein has a background in architecture and engineering services, onshore and offshore, with 

experience in most areas where detail and extensive documentation is of significant importance for the 

projects. BIMpartner possesses extensive experience within 3D/VR- visualization and BIM/CAD-LCM 

(life cycle management). 

BIMpartner will initially focus on the Norwegian market since the demand for BIM content is expected 

to increase rapidly. Norway is one of the nations requiring the use of BIM for publicly funded building 

projects.   

"We have used BIMobject® effective from the first time we discovered the application, and experienced 

how important the detail level of smart objects are within the BIM design. Our customers demand the 

digitalization of their products and we are glad to be able to offer them this through the services that 

BIMobject® provides. We are proud to be a BIMobject® Business Partner and we are looking forward 

to offer BIMobject® services and solutions to the Norwegian manufacturers - a new sales channel far 

beyond the borders of Norway”, says Tom Holbein, CEO and founder of BIMpartner.   

 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata Reports Aras is Redefining Customization and Upgrades in PLM Market 

11 February 2014 

 

Aras® today announced the availability of a new commentary report from industry analyst firm 

CIMdata titled “Aras Innovator: Redefining Customization & Upgrades”. CIMdata explains why the 

Aras platform technology makes customizing the out-of-the-box PLM solution suite easier, and how 

even heavily customized Aras implementations are upgraded for free with the Aras Subscription. 

Download the CIMdata Report at http://aras.com/plm/002291 

“Could this be a true innovation, a PLM solution that is highly customizable to satisfy specific business 

requirements without causing negative side effects? A solution where you could easily and extensively 

customize its look and feel, data model, and even operational behavior without worrying about the 

upgrade process? The simple answer is Yes,” said Peter Bilello, President of CIMdata. “This places Aras 

Innovator in a special position that merits investigation both by companies searching to replace an 

existing PLM solution and by those looking to implement one for the first time.” 

CIMdata’s Key Takeaways: 

 Aras Innovator is redefining customization in the PLM market; the days of worrying about the 

potential impact on upgradeability are disappearing  

 Aras Innovator’s ability to deploy quickly with real-time customization of predefined best 

practice solutions is a key market differentiator; it is engineered to be highly customized 

http://aras.com/plm/002291
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 Aras Innovator’s architecture has been designed to protect investment and ensure future 

adaptability; it is engineered to be sustainable 
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CIMdata says Selerant Blog is "a great resource for PLM practitioners" 

13 February 2014 

 

Selerant (www.selerant.com) announces its educational Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) blog 

at http://info.selerant.com/selerant-blogs. 

“We saw the need to provide expertise to team leaders and executives,” states Selerant COO, Sunil 

Thomas.  “This blog provides best practices in a clear and concise format.”  

The blogs currently feature brief explanations with actionable instructions for PLM best practices, 

including: 

Specifications 

Compliant Labeling 

Recipe Management 

PLM/ERP Integration 

PLM Acronyms (what they actually mean) 

“We meet with several industry leaders.  They always ask us to clarify why they need PLM,” explains 

Thomas.  “We created this series to help them evaluate if this is truly the best solution for them.” 

Many blogs provide downloadable forms that allow companies to define their needs, compare and 

contrast with multiple vendors, and start defining the scope of their PLM solution. 

“The Selerant Blog is a great resource for PLM practitioners especially within the process industry. It 

provides relevant, practical information that can help companies improve their PLM solution” states 

Tom Gill, Senior Consultant from CIMdata. 
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DesignPoint Solutions Team Awarded Top North American Reseller in Multiple Categories 

12 February 2014 

 

DesignPoint Solutions, a SolidWorks Value-Added Reseller servicing the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic 

states, was presented multiple SolidWorks Top Reseller Awards for North American Subscriptions in 

2013. SolidWorks presented the awards at SolidWorks World 2014, its annual user conference held 

January 27-29 in San Diego, California.  

Every year, SolidWorks presents the Top Subscription North America award to the SolidWorks 

Resellers with the highest combined subscription attachment and renewal rates. In addition, the Top 

Recapture award is given to the SolidWorks Reseller with the best subscription recapture efficiency. 

DesignPoint Solutions captured both coveted awards for 2013. SolidWorks also awarded DesignPoint 

http://info.selerant.com/selerant-blogs
http://blog.selerant.com/selerant-blog/specifications-101
http://blog.selerant.com/selerant-blog/compliant_labeling_best_practices_plm
http://blog.selerant.com/selerant-blog/recipe-management-101
http://blog.selerant.com/selerant-blog/integrating-plm-with-erp-and-legacy-systems
http://blog.selerant.com/selerant-blog/product-lifecycle-management-acronyms-decoded
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Solutions membership in the Elite 190 Club, which requires exceptional performance in both new 

software subscriptions and renewals.  

"These awards demonstrate our dedication of helping our customers achieve the highest possible return 

from their product design investments," said John Cioffi, Partner at DesignPoint Solutions. "By 

continuing to renew subscription services and upgrades to the latest SolidWorks release, our customers 

clearly see the value in the product and in our award-winning customer service and technical support." 

"Our focus has to be on our users and strong subscription performance demonstrates that DesignPoint 

makes customer service and support its number one priority," said Ken Clayton, Vice President of 

Worldwide Sales, SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systèmes. "We are pleased that these awards give us the 

opportunity to showcase DesignPoint Solutions as one of the outstanding leaders in our channel," added 

Clayton. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Graphics Systems Corp. Named Top SolidWorks Reseller for Overall Performance 

7 February 2014 

 

Graphics Systems Corp., a provider of SolidWorks 3D engineering solutions, was recognized as the 

“Top Reseller for Overall Performance in North America” by SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systèmes at the 

SolidWorks World 2014 Conference held January 26-29, 2014 in San Diego, CA.   

Graphics Systems Corp. received the top honor for their excellence in sales for all of the integrated 

SolidWorks engineering software solutions.  These technologies are used by the most successful 

engineering & manufacturing companies for: 3D mechanical CAD (computer-aided design), design 

simulation, product data management, 2D and 3D electrical CAD, and technical communications.     

Bertrand Sicot, Chief Executive Officer CEO, SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systèmes congratulated 

Graphics Systems Corp. on their achievement:  “The Graphics Systems team is committed to solving 

customer issues, building expert technical teams, and developing knowledgeable sales teams for all of 

the Dassault Systèmes  SolidWorks solutions. Their success also comes from working closely with their 

customers to understand their specific issues to provide the best solutions,” said Sicot.  

“Our team is very excited about receiving this recognition.  We strive to be the industry experts with all 

of the engineering technology we provide.  That is why we invest significantly in hiring and developing 

the top technical experts and consultants across every solution we offer,” stated Dave Kasinskas, 

President and Founder, Graphics Systems Corp.  

Graphics Systems Corp. also received the “Elite 190 Club Award” for their excellence in SolidWorks 

subscription sales.  This is the tenth consecutive year Graphics Systems Corp. has received this award 

that honors companies that exceed the highest standards for customer retention, subscription renewals, 

and software subscriptions sales for SolidWorks 3D engineering solutions.  Additionally, more than 

98% of customers that purchased software in 2013 also purchased a subscription plan with Graphics 

Systems Corp. 

“Graphics Systems is consistently named as one of our top subscription providers in North 

America.  This honor clearly demonstrates their strong commitment to supporting their customers and 

adding significant value to their SolidWorks subscription investment,” stated Paul Mazur, Director, 

Worldwide Subscription Services, Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp.  

Kasinskas added, “Our company-wide commitment is to ensure every customer is fully successful with 

the engineering technology we provide them with.  Through our various support, training, and 
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consulting offerings, we continuously strive to provide new value-added resources and programs to 

ensure their success from the very beginning.”  

Graphics Systems Corp. was also named to the “President’s Club” for their overall sales performance in 

2013.  
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I-Cubed Announces New Director of Operations and Director of Sales 

14 February 2014 

 

I-Cubed has recently announced the appointment of Judy Geaslen as the company’s Director of 

Operations and John Jurkin as the Director of Sales. 

As Director of Operations, Geaslen will head the Finance and Human Resources departments, while 

continuing to lead select corporate initiatives and corporate governance activities. 

Geaslen previously worked as I-Cubed’s Manager of Corporate Planning where she assisted the 

executive team with the development and execution of key initiatives, in addition to bringing 

improvements to internal business processes. She brings over 20 years of financial experience, having 

held senior positions in the pharmaceutical and financial industries including Curaxis Pharmaceutical 

Corporation, Wilmington Trust and Ernst & Young. 

Jurkin comes to I-Cubed in the role of Director of Sales where he is responsible for the development and 

execution of a comprehensive sales strategy that will accelerate I-Cubed’s goals for new and existing 

market initiatives, including business analytics. 

Prior to joining I-Cubed, he held senior management positions at SAS, Allscripts-Misys, M*Modal, and 

Boeing Australia. He is also a 20 year Veteran of the United States Navy’s Submarine Service where he 

served in a variety of senior positions that supported operations vital to the national security of the 

United States. 

“Judy’s promotion and John’s addition to the leadership team were strategic moves that I am confident 

will allow I-Cubed to excel as we continue to grow with pace,” said I-Cubed President and CEO, 

Donald A. Thompson, Jr. “Over the past year, Judy has streamlined processes through several 

departments¬¬ to both increase efficiency and maximize profitability, while John comes on board with a 

track record of successful sales leadership and expertise in business analytics.” 
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ITC Infotech Expands Global Footprint 

13 February 2014 

 

ITC Infotech has expanded its global footprint in the Middle East & Africa (MEA) region by setting up 

an office in Dubai. The sales and marketing office of ITC Infotech in Dubai will focus exclusively on 

the MEA market and look at tapping promising sectors like BFSI, Retail and Oil & Gas, among others. 

Commenting on the development, Mr. B Sumant, Managing Director, ITC Infotech, said, “Our objective 

is to be able to serve customers across the globe in all viable locations. ITC Infotech is engaged with 
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several large customers in the region and we are providing mission critical services to leaders in the 

market. It was only appropriate that we open an office in the MEA region to consolidate and expand our 

presence.” 

Said Mr. Vishal Kumar, Senior Vice President & Head of the MEA region, ITC Infotech, “We have 

been closely following this market and feel it is the opportune moment to set up a base here. This region 

offers immense opportunities in industries like Banking, Retail & Distribution, Manufacturing and Oil & 

Gas amongst others where we have unparalleled experience and expertise. This geographical expansion 

is a natural progression for us at ITC Infotech and we are confident of tapping the full potential of the 

MEA region. Our new office will also help us to work in close partnership with our existing customers 

in the region.” 

In addition to providing traditional IT services like Testing, ERP implementation & Support, 

Infrastructure Services, Loyalty solutions, Application Development, Maintenance & Support, ITC 

Infotech will also offer services in the areas of cloud computing, analytics and mobility. The company is 

already witnessing strong demand for its differentiated services & solutions. 

With the global economy on the path of recovery, the overall business sentiment in the region seems 

positive. As the banking industry continues to grow, banks and financial institutions in the region are 

investing heavily in Information Technology and Analytics, Engineering Services in the Oil & Gas 

sector are also looking up again after a brief slump and the Retail & Airline industries are looking at 

increasing customer intimacy. 
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Lectra Joins Forces with the CFDA to Support New York City's Fashion Manufacturing Initiative 

10 February 2014 

 

Lectra is pleased to announce its support of the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA)'s 

Fashion Manufacturing Initiative (FMI). The FMI offers financial grants and support to New York City 

fashion companies to help grow and sustain their businesses through the acquisition of innovative 

equipment, advanced technology, and worker training. 

"New York City is synonymous with fashion and Lectra has a strong history of partnering with fashion 

and apparel companies in the region. We saw a natural opportunity to partner with the CFDA to support 

the revitalization of manufacturing in New York City," says Anastasia Charbin, Fashion Marketing 

Director at Lectra. "We believe in what the FMI aims to accomplish and we look forward to 

strengthening our relationship with the organization as well as our customers in the region." 

"The success of CFDA's Fashion Manufacturing Initiative is built on the support of the industry. And 

with Lectra's support, we will be helping New York City factories grow and become more competitive," 

adds Steven Kolb, President of the CFDA. 

The FMI, a program created by Theory founder Andrew Rosen, the CFDA and the New York City 

Economic Development Corporation, recently announced the inaugural grant recipients-including New 

York Embroidery Studio, High Production, Werkstatt, Create-a-Marker, In Style USA, Vogue Too, and 

Martin Greenfield Clothiers. 

Lectra's support will allow the FMI to assist Martin Greenfield Clothiers, a Brooklyn-based 

manufacturer of hand-tailored men's clothing and long time Lectra customer, in modernizing their 
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product development and pre-production approach. "The FMI Matching Grant underlines our own 

investments in employee training and process equipment, helping to increase the productivity and 

efficiency of Martin Greenfield Clothiers,” explains Tod Greenfield, VP of Manufacturing. "The 

valuable jobs, wages, and other economic activity that will be generated by this program are very 

beneficial to our company, our industry, and New York City." 
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ModuleWorks Receives National Sward “Best IT Employers 2014“ 

11 February 2014 

 

ModuleWorks has been confirmed as one of the best places to work. In a nationwide survey of IT 

employers across all of Germany, ModuleWorks has been recognized as one of the 50 best employers in 

the IT industry. 

ModuleWorks is a developer of CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) plug-in software components 

with headquarters in Aachen, Germany and three international subsidiaries. It licenses its components to 

other CAD/CAM software companies and academic institutions around the globe.  A close analogy to 

the ModuleWorks business model would be the automotive industry where several different car brands 

may share the same engine or gearbox – ModuleWorks provides the software ‘engine’ for many 

different CAD/CAM software packages. 

The 2
nd

 annual survey to find “Best IT Employers 2014” was organized by Great Place To Work® in co-

operation with their media partner, Computerwoche. Great Place to Work is a global research, 

consulting and training organization that helps businesses develop great workplaces. Its “Best 

Employers” series of surveys was originally commissioned by the EU Commission in 2002 and has now 

been running for more than a decade across different business categories in some 15 European countries. 

A total of 132 companies from the IT sector in 5 different company size-related sectors participated in 

this benchmark study to measure quality and attractiveness of the prevailing work culture by the Great 

Place to Work institute.  

The independent survey involved anonymous employee evaluation by ModuleWorks employees taking 

in major topics such as trust, identification, team spirit, career development, salary, promotion of health 

and work-life-balance. In addition, the quality of human resources work and management work was also 

evaluated. 

The award reflects extraordinary performance in the fields of trusted work relationships and the creation 

of attractive work conditions for employees. On 10
th

 March there will be a ceremony at CeBIT trade 

show Hannover where the 50 best employers will be honored and the exact ranking will also be 

unveiled. 

 “Our participation in the Great Place to Work benchmark study and the associated competition is very 

meaningful for us because it has provided an independent view of our company and work culture for the 

first time” comments Jens Beissel, Marketing Manager at ModuleWorks. “We are very happy that the 

respectful and appreciating nature of our work culture has been recognized by the experts at Great Place 

to Work and that we now carry the label “Great Place to Work”.” 
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MSC Software Announces a Business Collaboration with BASE Ltd 

11 February 2014 

 

MSC Software Corporation today announced a cooperation with BASE Ltd., located in Belfast, 

Northern Ireland. BASE Ltd has been appointed as an agent for licensing and distributing MSC 

Software solutions into Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. 

Ian Tasker, Regional Manager of MSC Software says, "We are delighted to be working with an agent 

who has been using our leading products for over 20 years, and who is active in the engineering sector. 

We are confident that BASE can deliver both sales and maintenance agreements for us as they are 

recognized as a business experienced in both engineering and the use of our software."  Ian Tasker adds, 

"BASE currently solves problems for some of the world's leading engineering and aerospace companies, 

helping to develop aircraft for the future. With their highly trained engineers they provide structural and 

dynamic analysis and product design on both metallic and composite structures." 

BASE's Strategic Business Director, Peter Hinds described this appointment as a great opportunity for 

the company to diversify into a new business area. Hinds says, "We are very pleased to be providing this 

capability for a major software company such as MSC Software. Our immediate focus is to promote 

these products into Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland and deliver MSC Software solutions 

with a high quality service. We look forward to working with MSC Software over the next few years." 
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MSC Software's Marc Nonlinear FEA Helps in the Development of a Traumatic Injury Simulator 

13 February 2014 

 

MSC Software Corporation announced that Imperial College London relied on MSC Software's Marc 

Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis (FEA) solution to develop a unique traumatic injury simulator. 

Engineers from The Royal British Legion Centre for Blast Injury Studies at Imperial College London, in 

collaboration with military trauma surgeons, are developing and utilizing traumatic injury simulation in 

an attempt to improve blast mitigation. In order to understand the physical mechanisms involved and to 

develop new and improved evaluation criteria, techniques, materials and design in a cost efficient 

manner, it is necessary for Dr. Spyros Masouros' research team to work with both experimental and 

computational models of human injury and mitigation technologies. 

To investigate the mechanism of extremity injury caused by explosions and develop appropriate 

mitigation strategies, the researchers at Imperial College London designed a unique traumatic injury 

simulator (AnUBIS, anti-vehicle, underbelly, blast-injury simulator). Using Marc Nonlinear Finite 

Element (FE) Analysis from MSC Software, the researchers were able to optimize the design, map the 

full capability of the device without having to conduct lengthy and expensive experiments, and, 

importantly, are now able to combine the FE model of AnUBIS with FE models of the combat boot and 

http://www.mscsoftware.com/
http://www.basegroup.co.uk/
http://www.mscsoftware.com/
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/marc
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/blastinjurystudies
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/marc
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the lower extremity in order to explore mitigation strategies numerically, before putting the best ones to 

the test. 

The simulator (AnUBIS) is a pneumatically driven device, able to accelerate a heavy plate up to 

velocities and within timeframes seen in the floor of vehicles when targeted by a mine. It is, therefore, 

capable of simulating the loading environment that a vehicle occupant's leg will face. By combining 

multiple-sensor data, high speed video and medical imaging, the conditions causing the injuries 

sustained by the lower limb can be quantified. 

"The key to understanding the mechanisms of injury is the ability to deconstruct the complexities of an 

explosive event into a controlled, laboratory-based environment," said Dr. Masouros. "With AnUBIS, 

we can quantify the mechanism. Moreover, the strong convergence behavior of MSC's Marc, in the 

presence of soft materials undergoing substantial distortional loading, was a great help in developing our 

numerical models quickly. We were very impressed with the global remeshing capability of Marc in 

robustly handling the complexities of our simulations," Dr Masouros continued, "The technical support 

we received from MSC Software UK was invaluable as we developed proprietary numerical schemes 

via user subroutines and the Python API to further automate our analyses, whilst the ongoing product 

development in Marc's user interface has proved to be a further boost to our productivity." 
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Nemetschek Scia Joins the American Institute of Steel Construction and Supports the Association’s 

New Technology Integration Initiatives 

12 February 2014 

 

Nemetschek Scia announced today that it has joined the American Institute of Steel Construction 

(AISC). As an Associate Member, Nemetschek is working with AISC to support the implementation of 

new technologies that will streamline the steel delivery process. 

“As Building Information Modeling changes the steel delivery process, the steel industry can realize 

huge benefits by leveraging detailed BIM models directly into the planning and fabrication workflows,” 

says Bart Van de Plas, Project Development Manager at Nemetschek Scia. “Supporting the AISC’s new 

Technology Integration initiatives is a natural extension of our Scia Steel Manager and Scia Engineer 

software development efforts, and it is in line with Nemetschek’s commitment to developing integrated 

software that supports Open BIM.” 

Specifically, Nemetschek Scia is supporting AISC’s new “BIMsteel: Automating Steel Fabrication” 

initiative and “steelXML: A Better Way to Buy Steel” initiative by integrating new data exchange 

standards into the company’s Scia Steel Manager software. In addition, Nemetschek Scia plans to 

support AISC’s “Model Sharing Design to Detailing” initiative in Scia Engineer, the company’s flagship 

3D structural design program. 

By linking engineering and detailing, project management, material resource planning and production 

management into one integrated workflow, Nemetschek Scia can eliminate the inefficiencies that come 

with having to manage projects across the various software and data exchange formats used in today's 

steel delivery process. 
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Zuken appoints Fusion CADSoft as new CADSTAR reseller in North America 

11 February 2014 

 

Zuken announces the expansion of its CADSTAR reseller network in North America with the addition 

of Fusion CADSoft. CADSTAR is Zuken’s powerful and easy-to-use desktop PCB design software for 

small to medium-sized workgroups. 

“Fusion CADSoft has a wealth of technical expertise and a track record of understanding their 

customers’ work environment. They have genuine enthusiasm for CADSTAR and the part they will play 

in supporting expansion in North America”. - Jeroen Leinders, CADSTAR Worldwide Sales Manager 

Fusion CADSoft has already worked with Zuken for three years as a distributor of its market-leading 

E3.series electrical design software. 

“In my years of working with Zuken I’ve been impressed by the company’s ethics and their upfront 

style of partnership with us. This helps the relationship with our customers as we’re speaking from 

experience when we say we have confidence in both the company and their products”. - Rich Leodore, 

Managing Partner, Fusion CADSoft 

Fusion CADSoft is based on the United States east coast and offers sales, support, training and design 

services for CADSTAR. The company will cover the Southeastern and Midwestern states of the United 

States. 
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Events News 

Delcam to Show latest Software for Accommodative Orthotics at AAOP Meeting 

13 February 2014 

 

Delcam will demonstrate the latest version of its OrthoMODEL design and manufacturing software for 

custom orthotic insoles at the 2014 American Academy of Orthotists & Prosthetists Annual Meeting & 

Scientific Symposium to be held at the Hyatt Regency, Chicago, from 26
th

 February to 1
st
 March.  This 

new release includes options for the design of corrective orthotics for the first time. 

OrthoMODEL now offers “real-time design” of both accommodative orthotics, ideal for patients with 

diabetes and for those requiring comfort insoles, and corrective orthotics, to address problems with the 

patient’s foot orientation and gait cycle.  Full details are available on www.orthotics-cadcam.com  

The software has a direct interface to Delcam’s iQube range of scanners, all of which are able to scan 

the patient’s foot, foam boxes or casts.  OrthoMODEL can also import scan data from most other 

systems.   

Once the scan data has been imported, new trimming tools allow the removal of any unwanted data 

before aligning the scan.  Faster alignment tools enable quicker design times, whilst giving information 

such as arch height, scan length and other key measurements. 

Following scan alignment, OrthoMODEL creates the orthotic design automatically by simply selecting 

from a number of types.  The range of types is configured by the user according to the way in which 

http://www.zuken.com/en/products/pcb-design/cadstar
http://www.orthotics-cadcam.com/
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they prescribe.  Each type has a “recipe” of parameters that is combined with the required trim profile 

and the scan to create a truly custom insole.  A wide range of additions, including pads, bars and 

depressions, can be applied to the design to relieve pain or ulcerations. 

Further to the already extensive range of parameters that can be adjusted, including arch fill, forefoot 

tapers, flanges, heel cups etc, the user can now also apply corrective features.  Intrinsic forefoot and 

rearfoot posts can be added to adjust foot alignment, and heel raise or lift can be applied in the event of 

leg-length discrepancies.  These new options enable OrthoMODEL to be used for corrective, as well as 

accommodative, applications. 

Even with these added options, the new version of OrthoMODEL remains exceptionally easy for the 

practitioner to use.  Rapid generation of designs that can be instantly visualised and modified in 3D 

ensures that the practitioner and customer are totally satisfied with the product before it is sent for 

manufacture and so minimises any possibility of returns. 

The link to the OrthoMILL milling software has also been radically redesigned to allow automatic block 

and strategy selection based upon the chosen orthotic material.  The software then generates the required 

toolpaths automatically, whether for milling on a single desktop machine or in different materials on 

multiple machines.  Background processing allows users to continue to design new orders whilst the 

milling code is being calculated thereby maximising productivity. 

As with all of Delcam’s products for the orthotics industry, the new software has been developed in 

association with Delcam customers from laboratories, podiatrists and orthotists around the world, 

coupled with Delcam’s knowledge of footwear design and manufacture gained from its relationships 

with leading brands. 
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Latest WorkNC Dental V4 to Show at Chicago Lab Days 

14 February 2014 

 

WorkNC Dental will be revealing its latest release at the forthcoming Chicago LMT Lab Days. 

Running on February 21 and 22, the Lab Days represent the largest international gathering of the dental 

laboratory community in North America, and WorkNC Dental will be showing V4.0 on booth 1403, as 

well as also being represented on the booths of partners, Datron Dynamics and Zahn Dental, Willemin 

Macodel.   

Visitors to the Vero Software booth can see the latest release of WorkNC Dental V4.0, the CAM 

software for milling dental components, designed to help provide laboratories with the lowest costs to 

milling quality dental prostheses. Features such as multi-threading, parallel processing and batch 

processing, enable fast calculations, while customized templates and part setups allow more parts per 

block/puck of material to be milled.  

WorkNC Dental V4.0 integrates the latest version of WorkNC V22 which offers a wide range of 

innovative functions ensuring increasingly efficient and reliable toolpaths. It includes powerful new 

automatic cavity recognition algorithms, and ensures faultless detection of concurrent or diverging 

insertion axis offering fully automatic 3+2 and 5 Axis machining of prosthetic undercuts. 

This new version takes another step forward in the realms of automatic machining process management 

by taking into account, before calculations and milling are run, of machine characteristics and 
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kinematics. 

Additionally, WorkNC Dental experts will be demonstrating the latest developments in the WorkNC 

Dental Implant Module, giving advanced, efficient milling of all implant-based prosthetics as well as 

premilled parts.  This module enables the automatic detection of implant styles, which can also be 

directly read in from the dental scanner and CAD system. Due to the use of solid model topology, as 

well as the scan technology, implants have the best fit and accuracy possible. 

Dental practitioners wishing to produce their own custom abutments, implant bars and bridges, using a 

fully open solution, can learn about the full process from the WorkNC Dental team at the LMT Lab 

Days and view live cutting on a Datron D5 milling machine. 
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Microsoft TechDays’14: on the Intel booth, SPRING Technologies Showcases WYSIWYC® Solution 

10 February 2014 

 

Demonstrating the applications for industry’s professionals of the semiconductor chip maker, SPRING 

Technologies has been invited to share the Intel® booth at Microsoft TechDays, to be held from 

February 11 to 13 at the Palais des Congrès in Paris.  

The event, dedicated to new technologies and digital transformation challenges, provides SPRING 

Technologies and Intel with an opportunity to showcase a dedicated solution to machining professionals, 

100% mobile: WYSIWYC® – What You See Is What You Cut – on 2 in 1 devices. 

WYSIWYC® has been designed especially for the machining environment and integrates major cutting-

edge software and hardware technologies. It transforms the way operators and shop floor managers 

interact with CNC machines (machine tools or robots), offering the synchronized real-time support they 

need to operate them remotely. 

Throughout the work shop, users enjoy the total mobility delivered by the Panasonic Toughpad FZ-G1 

running Windows 8 PRO, and a unique user experience of machine operation, with realistic 3D 

simulation of machine axis in motion and part machining, and simultaneous access to work sheets. The 

whole application is in perfect sync with the actual execution of the program on the machine. With its 

security and remote management modules embedded in the core of Intel processors, the solution fits 

seamlessly into an IT environment. 

Microsoft, Intel and SPRING Technologies address the professional community 

This year, Microsoft TechDays show the most widely acknowledged event among digital professionals 

in Europe, opens its doors to industry’s decision makers, and Intel has opted to give pride of place to 

software vendors. 

“The massive adoption of mobile, stand-alone devices ushers in a new age for working methods. Using 

effectively the 2 in 1 momentum made possible by the 4
th

 generation Intel Core processor family, 

SPRING Technologies has developed software tools that optimize production processes, bringing 

analysis and modelling capability to the heart of the machining environments. Rethinking the blueprint 

for how we work generates considerable savings”, says Fabien Esdourubail, Enterprise Market Manager, 

Intel Western Europe. 

Using Intel’s latest processors, SPRING Technologies enables CNC operators working on a tablet PC, to 

http://www.springplm.com/
http://www.springplm.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/france/mstechdays/exposants/default.aspx?tp=1&partner=52d23cc2-85a7-4cd4-875d-0d488a2b8424
http://www.microsoft.com/france/mstechdays
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Conf_esCTl4
https://www.panasonic.com/business/toughpad/us/windows-tablet-fz-g1.asp
http://www.springplm.com/pdf/plaquette/cnc-machine-verification.pdf
http://www.springplm.com/pdf/plaquette/cnc-machine-verification.pdf
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view a realistic, synchronized 3D simulation of the actual machining process (machine, tools, rough 

stock, work sheets, etc.), offering them a global, contextual view (material removal strategy, choice of 

tool, cutting conditions, etc.) of the actual cutting operation, even when their view is completely 

obstructed (doors cannot be opened during the cycle, small portholes, high-pressure lubricant, metal 

chips, etc.). Synchronized with machine tools and CNCs from FANUC – world leader in the sector – 

this simulation solution enables totally controlled, shorter machining cycles, and is becoming the go-to 

tool for “Y generation” operators and programmers, offering technology that fits their lifestyle and day-

to-day communication devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.)  

This technological break with the past has been made possible by making optimal use of the 4
th

 

generation Intel® Core™ processor family, integrated into Panasonic’s rugged Toughpad tablet, with a 

“Windows 8 Pro” environment that supports multipoint touch interaction between the user and 

“NCSIMUL Machine” for executing 3D simulations and using on-screen instruction sheets. 

Indeed, the Intel Core processors are the perfect choice for manufacturing users faced with twofold 

constraints: mobile hardware (power consumption, weight, etc.) with no discrete 3D graphics; and 

industry-grade simulation software that is too compute-intensive when it comes to calculating dynamic 

graphics.  

“By joining the Intel® Software Partner program we were able to make maximum use of the multi-core 

and multithreading capabilities of the Intel i5/i7 processors. These performance factors differentiate 

NCSIMUL Machine, our flagship machining simulation solution, from our rivals. By enabling 

simultaneous collision detection, material removal and machine axis path calculations, we deliver 

substantial time savings. Because our solutions are compatible with the Intel range – processors, mother 

board, etc. - we have been able to port our applications directly to the Panasonic Toughpad, taking 3D 

machining simulation mainstream, whereas formerly it was used only in process planning departments, 

transforming the interaction between operator and machine. We are very proud to have been invited to 

demonstrate this technological breakthrough in the manufacturing sector, illustrating the manufacturing 

theme that is the backbone of the Microsoft TechDays”, explains Philippe Solignac, Corporate 

Marketing Director at SPRING Technologies.  
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Software Factory to Showcase Automation Tools for PTC Creo and PTC Windchill at PTC/User 

Denmark 

13 February 2014 

 

Software Factory the TOOLKIT|EXPERTS for PTC Creo and PTC Windchill will demonstrate the latest 

versions of productivity solutions for Creo and Windchill at PTC/User Denmark on March 04-05, 2014 

at the Trinity Conference Centre in Fredericia. 

Do you manually collect your specification characteristics for first article inspection (FAI) reports or 

check your design changes by a visual comparison of drawings? Just automate these activities 

with INSPECT for Creo. You simply need to press a button and all characteristics are generated 

automatically from the CAD data. Every characteristic is defined by a unique identifier through the 

complete product life cycle, and can be shown in the drawing. All changes of the 3D model and the 

drawing from now on, can be clearly traced, updated and documented. 

http://www.springplm.com/presse_newsbis.php?ID=526
http://www.fanucfa.fr/fr-en/Home
http://business.panasonic.co.uk/computer-product/products-and-accessories/introducing-the-full-toughbook-range/toughpad
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php?Itemid=1
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/cad-cam-en/pe-inspect-en.html
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Do you have company specific model standards and design rules for your assemblies, parts and 

drawings? QCHECK for Creo or Modellcheck EXTENSIONS for Creo validate the compliance with 

these guidelines and a correction option ensures fixing of violations automatically. 

Do you need a tool to analyse and check the wall thickness conditions of parts fast and automated during 

the design process in Creo? In this case WALLCHECK for Creo is the right solution for you! With 

WALLCHECK for Creo you do not have to carry out time consuming and manual analyses any longer. 

You have Windchill and SAP and you are looking for an automated data exchange between both 

systems? SAP Interface for Windchill provides a standard interface for this use case. 

You use Windchill as a product development system and need you data in a neutral format for sharing in 

your process chain in particular to your ERP system? UNIVERSAL Worker for Windchill offers 

solution for automated deployment of many formats, data and associated attribute information for your 

downstream processes. 

Are you facing the change from Pro/INTRALINK 3.x to Windchill and do you need a tool to check the 

migrated data fast and automatically? 

Or do you need a tool to check the data quality of Creo and Windchill version updates? For these 

tasks VALIDATE for Windchill is the smart, fast and automated solution for you. 

Do you want to merge or to split your Windchill engineering data? MERGE for Windchill covers these 

use cases as well as moving or distributing objects between Windchill databases, archiving or sourcing 

out projects and sharing or merging library parts. 

Do you have employees and colleagues, who do not have experience with the application of Creo, but 

who need drawings, set of drawings and 3D models for their tasks in all sorts of neutral format? iPLOT/-

iEXPORT for Windchill gives you an integrated and simple surface in Windchill and with that a simple 

and protected access to the required data. Objects can be searched, selected and exported or printed 

directly in an eligible neutral format. 
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Financial News 

Actify Provides First Half Fiscal Year 2014 Company Update 

11 February 2014 

 

Actify Inc., announced an update on its progress for the first half of its 2014 fiscal year. 

"I am extremely pleased with our business momentum," said Chris Jones, Actify CEO and president. 

"It's not an easy feat to follow a record 40% growth from our previous fiscal year; however, I'm pleased 

to announce a record breaking first half. We maintain our dedication to provide manufacturing industries 

with solutions that help make a difference and the market is clearly seeing our value." 

In 2013, Actify announced its ActifyInsight offering and its business strategy to focus on providing 

exceptional Product Data Intelligence solutions to the market. Actify's unique ability to combine product 

data with business intelligence components has prospects and customers wanting to learn more about 

Actify's suite of solutions beyond its flagship product, SpinFire Professional. 

Actify's recent major website update further supports the brand's strategy focusing on Product Data 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/cad-cam-en/pe-qcheck-en.html
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/cad-cam-en/pe-wallcheck-en.html
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/pdm-plm-en/wt-sapinterface-en.html
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/contact
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/pdm-plm-en/wt-validate-en.html
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/pdm-plm-en/wt-merge-en.html
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/pdm-plm-en/wt-iplot-iexport-en.html
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.sf.com/index.php/pdm-plm-en/wt-iplot-iexport-en.html
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Intelligence solutions, covering not only Product Visualization, but also the Data Discovery and Visual 

Analysis and Reporting needs of manufacturers. 

"We've come a long way from our Viewer roots," said Chris Jones. "While SpinFire will always play a 

significant role in our solution offering with a much anticipated release of SpinFire 11 at the end of the 

year, it has been our Data Discovery and Visual Analysis and Reporting solutions that have been 

garnering a lot of interest. Our pace of product innovation in these arenas has helped customers gain 

significant returns on their investments and in turn has helped to boost our revenue," concludes Jones. 
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Agilent Technologies Reports First-Quarter 2014 Results 

13 February 2014 

 

Agilent Technologies Inc. reported orders of $1.68 billion, down 2 percent over one year ago, for the 

first fiscal quarter ended Jan. 31, 2014, and revenues of $1.68 billion, flat compared with one year ago. 

First-quarter GAAP net income was $195 million, or $0.58 per share. Last year's first-quarter GAAP net 

income was $179 million, or $0.51 per share. 

During the first quarter, Agilent had intangible amortization of $51 million, integration and 

transformation costs of $10 million, pre-separation costs of $20 million and a tax benefit of $47 million. 

Excluding these items and $3 million of other net benefits, Agilent reported first-quarter adjusted net 

income of $226 million, or $0.67 per share
(1)

. 

Agilent President and CEO Bill Sullivan said, "Our life sciences, diagnostics and applied market 

businesses got off to a solid start in the quarter. Electronic measurement, however, faced challenges in 

the aerospace/defense market. Our plans to separate into two companies are on track, and we expect the 

transaction to be completed in early November 2014." 

Electronic Measurement first-quarter revenues were down 7 percent compared with the prior year. 

Operating margins were 15 percent. 

Chemical Analysis revenues were up 6 percent compared with a year ago, driven by food and forensics 

markets. Operating margins were 23 percent. 

Life Sciences and Diagnostics revenues were up 5 percent over a year ago, reflecting strength in pharma 

and diagnostics/clinical markets. Operating margins were 17 percent. 

Agilent generated $194 million of cash from operations in the quarter. First-quarter ROIC was 15 

percent
(3)

. 

Second-quarter 2014 revenues are expected to be in the range of $1.72 billion to $1.74 billion. Second-

quarter non-GAAP earnings are expected to be in the range of $0.71 to $0.73 per share
(2)

. 

For the full fiscal year 2014, Agilent expects revenue of $6.90 billion to $7.10 billion and non-GAAP 

earnings of $2.96 to $3.16 per share
(2)

. 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: 

http://www.agilent.com/about/newsroom/presrel/2014/13feb-gp14006.html  
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Cimatron's Fourth Quarter 2013 Results Release Scheduled for February 27th, 2014 before US 

Markets Open 

11 February 2014 

 

Cimatron Limited announced today that it will be releasing its fourth quarter financial results 

on Thursday, February 27 
th

, 2014, before the US markets open. 

Cimatron's management will host a conference call that same day, at 9:00am EST, 16:00 Israel time. On 

the call, management will review and discuss the results, and will also be available to answer questions 

by investors. 

To participate, please call one of the following teleconferencing numbers. Please begin placing your call 

at least 5 minutes before the conference call commences. 

USA: +1-888-668-9141 

International: +972-3-9180609 

Israel: 03-9180609 

For those unable to listen to the live call, a recording of the call will be available from the day after the 

call under the investor relations section of Cimatron's website, at: http://www.cimatron.com. 
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Mentor Graphics Corporation to Release Fiscal Q4, 2014 Financial Results February 27, 2014 

11 February 2014 

 

Mentor Graphics Corporation announced they will release financial results for the company's fourth 

fiscal quarter, ended January 31, 2014 on Thursday, February 27, 2014 at approximately 1:15 pm 

Pacific. 

 Live audio webcast at http://www.mentor.com/company/investor_relations. Please register at this 

website prior to the scheduled call time of 2:00 pm Pacific. 

 Conference call replay: Begins February 27, 2014 (4:00 pm Pacific); Ends March 6, 2014 (11:59 

pm Pacific). USA 800-475-6701; International 320-365-3844; Access code: 319415 
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Rand Worldwide Reports Second Quarter Fiscal Year 2014 Results 

14 February 2014 

 

Rand Worldwide, Inc. announces its financial results for the three and six months ended December 31, 

2013.  

For the three months ended December 31, 2013, Rand Worldwide, Inc. reported total revenues of $24.5 

million as compared with $20.1 million in the same quarter for the prior fiscal year. The Company’s 

http://www.cimatron.com/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fcompany%2Finvestor_relations&esheet=50802245&newsitemid=20140211006554&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentor.com%2Fcompany%2Finvestor_relations&index=1&md5=87aeb8b4cca71ceea4444bf4a31cc039
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overall gross margin percentage for the current quarter was 49.3%, down from the 52.1% reported for 

the quarter ended December 31, 2012 as a result of a single larger sale that yielded a lower margin 

percentage. Total selling, general and administrative expenses as a percentage of total revenues were 

36.3% for the current quarter, down significantly from 42.8% in the same quarter for the prior fiscal 

year. As a result, the Company reported net income from continuing operations of $1,559,000, or $0.03 

per share per fully diluted share, compared to $716,000, or $0.01 per share, for the same period in the 

prior year.  

For the six months ended December 31, 2013, the Company reported total revenues of $43.0 million as 

compared with $39.5 million in the prior year. Year to date net income from continuing operations was 

$1,283,000, or $0.02 per fully diluted share, as compared with net income of $1,090,000, or $0.02 per 

share, reported for the same period in the prior year. 

“This was an outstanding quarter for us aided by a number of larger deals, including one particularly 

noteworthy sale to a customer in the Education market,” said Lawrence Rychlak, president and chief 

financial officer at Rand Worldwide. “We were able to show good growth in all of our revenue 

categories which combined with continued controls over our operating expenses, resulted in a very 

profitable second fiscal quarter.” 

“We have consistently shown our customers the great value of our experience and expertise and are very 

pleased in the confidence that they have placed with us,” added Marc Dulude, chief executive officer at 

Rand Worldwide. “Our recent designation as a Platinum Partner with Autodesk adds further support to 

our standing as an elite company in the Autodesk marketplace. In addition, we continue to show 

significant bookings growth in our Rand Secure Data division and the other important groups within 

Rand Worldwide and continue to be very excited about the future for the Company.” 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://rand.com/news-events/press-

releases/2014/rand-worldwide-reports-q2-fy14-results  
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Implementation Investments 

Agilent Technologies Simulation and Modeling Software Selected by Nitronex for High-Power GaN 

Design 

11 February 2014 

 

Agilent Technologies Inc. today announced that Nitronex, a GaAs labs company and leading producer 

of GaN-on-silicon RF power devices, has selected Agilent to provide a complete GaN design flow that 

spans both device modeling and circuit simulation. The flow uses Agilent EEsof EDA's IC-CAP model 

extraction software and Advanced Design System (ADS) circuit and system simulator-both market-

leading platforms in RF and microwave design. 

Gallium nitride has emerged as a semiconductor material of choice for designing RF power devices, 

providing a formidable combination of high bandwidth, efficiency and power. In the case of Nitronex, 

whose GaN devices use silicon as a substrate, there is an added inherent cost advantage to its approach. 

Nonetheless, as with the development of any high-power device, designing for high levels of reliability, 

performance and yield requires investing in leading modeling and simulation technology. 

http://rand.com/news-events/press-releases/2014/rand-worldwide-reports-q2-fy14-results
http://rand.com/news-events/press-releases/2014/rand-worldwide-reports-q2-fy14-results
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-iccap
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-ads
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"Agilent's software platforms offer a clear advantage for our design process," said David Runton, vice 

president of engineering at Nitronex. "The usability and simulation advancements of ADS, combined 

with its superior device models and IC-CAP model extraction software, puts us in the best position to 

offer top-quality GaN parts to our customers. And, because Agilent's tools offer a complete design flow, 

our design process will be more streamlined." 

"We appreciate Nitronex's decision to transition to Agilent simulation and modeling tools for their future 

GaN designs," said Charles Plott, marketing manager with Agilent EEsof EDA. "What is particularly 

gratifying is the positive acknowledgement about our usability advancements. We have gotten uniformly 

positive feedback from companies as they reengineer their design flows with the latest nonlinear 

modeling technologies and simulator advancements." 

ADS delivers a host of usability features to improve designer productivity and efficiency for all 

applications it supports, as well as capabilities specifically applicable to GaN design. Support for 

Agilent's newly introduced artificial neural network-based model (extracted by IC-CAP device modeling 

software), for example, enables much more accurate FET modeling and simulation results for high-

power GaN FET amplifiers. Additionally, an electro-thermal simulator (based on a full 3-D thermal 

solver natively integrated into ADS) incorporates dynamic temperature effects to improve accuracy in 

"thermally aware" circuit simulation results. 

IC-CAP features capabilities specifically geared toward high-frequency device modeling, including 

turnkey extraction of Agilent's neural networked-based model as well as the Angelov-GaN model. GaN 

models in particular need to be well suited to deal with the impact of trapping and thermal effects on the 

device electrical characteristics. 
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Dab Group Completes Infor 10x Global Deployment 

12 February 2014 

 

Infor today announced that Dab Group, a global leader annually producing 3 million motor-driven water 

pumps, has completed a global deployment of Infor 10x in addition to Infor LN,  Infor ION and  Infor 

Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) across 15 sites in 11 countries. The integrated Infor 

application suite is already delivering benefits by driving a standard set of business processes and 

automating workflows to boost user productivity. The next phase of the 10x deployment is to 

introduce Infor Ming.le during 2014 to increase cross-company collaboration globally across its 750 

global users and Infor Expense Management (XM). 

News Points 

 Veneto, Italy-headquartered Dab Group is expanding into many new markets, so it must address 

the varied individual needs of a diverse set of customers. Dab needs to better manage a complex 

manufacturing environment with greater levels of cross-company collaboration to meet 

customers' orders on time. 

 Infor Ming.le will be steadily rolled out during 2014 and is expected to deliver new heights in 

collaboration and workflow, particularly for exception management.  Infor Ming.le will be the 

key engine for helping users share, escalate and resolve issues without the need for numerous 

http://www.infor.com/
http://www.dabpumps.com/
http://go.infor.com/10x/
http://www.infor.com/product_summary/erp/ln/
http://www.infor.com/solutions/technology/ion/
http://www.infor.com/solutions/pm/
http://www.infor.com/solutions/pm/
http://www.infor.com/solutions/technology/social-business/infor-ming.le/
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emails and phone calls. 

 Infor Ming.le will build on the existing successes Dab has experienced with the new Infor suite, 

which has enabled Dab to instill standardized best business practices across its global operations 

backed by automation. An innovative process dashboard has been created using the combined 

power of Infor LN and Infor ION to identify potential bottlenecks.  This has helped improve the 

way Dab handles, processes and tracks orders, while also monitoring pricing deviations to 

provide consistency across all operations. 

 In the finance area it has already eliminated many manual processes including email chains and 

phone calls which often result from invoice queries. Now 60,000 invoices can be automatically 

processed every year using the new system with only minimal intervention for exceptions. 

 In 2014 Dab will continue to move to the cloud. Already all 750 users access a single, on-

premise instance of all the ERP data which resides in the head office in Padova, Italy. During 

2014 this data will be backed up in the cloud for disaster recovery purposes. Dab is also moving 

to the cloud for document management and sharing purposes. By 2016 Dab expects its IT 

systems to be all in the cloud. 

"After an intense year of roll out in 2013 we have just celebrated the launch of our new Innovation 

program based mainly on Infor solutions, which we have code-named 'GATE 14.' We've turned off our 

old, disparate AS/400-based systems and we're now able to manage the vast complexities of a multi-

national, make-to-order manufacturing business," said Enrico Pana, group IT manager, Dab Group. 

"ION is already running our business well by providing solid workflows and eliminating non value-add 

activities. But we're not standing still. We're now set to roll out Infor Ming.le as we can see an immense 

value in providing exception management capabilities combined with mobility all without the deluge of 

emails and phone calls that get connected to problem solving. With Infor Ming.le each user will be just 

one click away from someone else's environment. That's powerful. We can make that work really well 

for our customer satisfaction around the world." 

"A 10-country implementation during 2013 is a huge success for Dab Group," said Mark Humphlett, 

industrial manufacturing industry director, Infor.  "The Infor strategy of minimal customizations, 

combined with industry-specific functionality available out-of-the-box, is critical to the success of such 

projects. Dab Group has led the way in deploying many features and capabilities within Infor LN, ION 

and now Infor Ming.le. We look forward to working with them on the next part of their journey to reach 

new heights of collaboration amongst its staff and supply chain partners in the coming months." 
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Hardware Labs Picked ZW3D for All-in-one CAD/CAM package 

11 February 2014 

 

ZW3D today announced that it has been selected by Hardware Labs. Featured with all-in-one 

CAD/CAM platform and easy-to-use interface, ZW3D integrates product design, mold design and CNC 

machining within a single software package, enabling Hardware Labs engineers to avoid data loss and 

save cost during design and machining process.  

Hardware Labs is a pioneer in the computer water cooling industry. Being the first company in the 

industry to develop and manufacture the first PC radiators, a system specifically designed for computer 

http://www.zwsoft.com/zw3d/index.html
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water cooling, Hardware Labs is still the de facto benchmark in the business. 

The Need 

The average design and machining cycle in Hardware Labs is 45 days, which is becoming increasingly 

difficult to meet the rapid variation of market requirements. The company is in urgent demand to find a 

suitable CAD/CAM platform which can eliminate this inefficiency, boost productivity and provide 

greater value for customers. 

The Solution 

Hardware Labs chooses ZW3D to help improve efficiency and optimize productivity. Featured by all-in-

one CAD/CAM and convenient user interface, ZW3D helps them work seamlessly between modeling, 

mold designing and CNC machining in one package with little data loss. As the result, the efficiency has 

been increased by 50 percent.  

“Productivity is as important as price. When I first time came across this software, I was very impressed 

by the great value that it can offer. The software is extremely easy to use and very powerful,” 

commended Wilbert Yuque, the CEO of Hardware Labs, “Our tooling design and machining process has 

been greatly improved and can now be completed in less than two weeks. We are quite confident that 

the software can help shorten the production period further to one week or even less.” 

The Service 

The ZW3D technical team provides timely support to help Hardware Labs stay up-to-date with the latest 

technologies. As ZW3D is optimized for ease of use, designers can quickly master and apply it in actual 

machining work.  
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Innerwear Brand Yamamay picks TXT PLM Solution 

14 February 2014 

 

Yamamay, a leading Italian retailer brand in underwear and swimsuits, with over 700 franchised stores, 

of which 500 in Italy, has successfully implemented the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution 

by TXT in order to optimise its design and product development processes. 

The tie-up between TXT and Yamamay stems from the need to rationalise the design process of new 

styles: from collection design to the creation of prototypes, from sample checks to the final 

manufacturing stage by selected subcontractors. The quality of products and process efficiency, 

including the management of a wide network of suppliers, are the cornerstones for the company, which 

is in the midst of steady growth. Yamamay presently operates through its headquarters in Italy and 

branches in Germany, Spain and China. 

The dynamism of the international market as well as the management of increasingly wider supply 

chains require businesses in the field of fashion and apparel to put a higher focus on Product Lifecycle 

Management solutions. Thanks to the adoption of the PLM software by TXT, Yamamay has been able 

to overcome the typical constraints of a non-centralised management of information, such as time spent 

on data organisation and consolidation, as well as the complexity connected to code standardisation 

among different functions. 
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Today, the PLM solution by TXT supports Yamamay in the management of all collection-related 

information: data and images. Through the adoption of the TXT solution, all the resources involved, 

including foreign branches, can use a single repository which can be accessed anywhere. This results in 

reduced product development times. 

Thanks to the integrated workflow management system, workflows are optimized and punctually 

monitored at each step. 

Stefano Piantanida, Software Development Manager at Yamamay, explains that TXT was chosen for its 

perfect fit with the functional requirements of Yamamay’s business needs, as well as for TXT’s 

consolidated experience in the Fashion and Retail industry. “Thanks to the simple and intuitive interface 

of the solution, the activity of the 85 users involved is facilitated across different regions,” adds 

Piantanida. 

“The apparel, and the underwear business in particular, is complex for its strong focus on quality, 

product variety and market dynamism which call for rapid innovation and great process agility,” states 

Simone Pozzi, VP Sales & Marketing at TXT. “We are very proud to collaborate with a sector leader 

such as Yamamay. Yamamay's international growth has been a strong driver in regard to further 

developing the theme of collaboration between functions and with supply chain partners.” 
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Siemens’ LMS Software Used for Structural Analysis on Airbus A350 XWB Aircraft 

11 February 2014 

 

Software from LMS, a Siemens business, has played a major role in the A350-900 structural analysis 

process, resulting in the software’s expanded use in other Airbus projects. Airbus created a common 

stress analysis environment based on LMS Samtech Caesam, one of Siemens’ computer-aided 

engineering (CAE) software solutions. For the A350-900 structural development and certification, LMS 

Caesam provided the foundation for deploying Airbus harmonized methods to over 2000 stress 

engineers at more than 50 worldwide suppliers. LMS Caesam provides a single framework that 

integrates all Airbus processes, methods, tools and data libraries, replacing over 400 tools. 

The A350-900, part of the A350 XWB family, is the first Airbus aircraft developed using the company’s 

common environment known as ISAMI (Improved Structural Analysis through Multidisciplinary 

Integration). The ISAMI environment ensures consistency in the A350 structural analysis and 

certification process. ISAMI is based on the LMS Caesam framework, which is part of the LMS 

Samtech suite of simulation solutions. 

The LMS Caesam framework has helped Airbus tackle its three main challenges on structure analysis – 

harmonization, automation and deployment. It manages and automates engineering processes for safety 

margin calculation, giving a substantial time-cost benefit over the full design cycle. The framework 

allows the integration of harmonized sizing processes and tools, capitalizing on company know-how. 

Furthermore, LMS Caesam is tailored to help aerospace manufacturers manage structural analysis work 

streams that result from the growing global supply chain. 

As a result of the LMS Caesam platform’s success with ISAMI, its use has now been extended to 

perform detailed structural sizing and certification for the A350-1000 and the A320neo. Additionally, 

Airbus – together with Siemens’ LMS business segment – has developed a new tool to help estimate 
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aircraft weight early in the development process. Also based on LMS Caesam, PRESTO (Pre-sizing of 

Structures for Trade-Offs) is used by Airbus for preliminary aircraft sizing. The use of PRESTO on the 

A350-1000 has already shown a significant time saving over the previous method. 
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Product News 
 

ANSYS and NVIDIA Deliver First Commercial GPU-Accelerated Fluid Dynamics Solver 

11 February 2014 

 

ANSYS Inc. users can now leverage NVIDIA graphics processing units (GPUs) to speed up fluid 

dynamics simulation and quickly handle large, complex simulation models. Available for the first time 

with ANSYS
®
 Fluent

®
 15.0, the jointly developed GPU-accelerated commercial computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) solver broadens support for NVIDIA GPUs across the ANSYS simulation portfolio, 

building upon the previous success with GPU support in ANSYS
®
 Mechanical™. 

ANSYS' technology leadership in HPC scale-up and NVIDIA's best-in-class hardware come together to 

augment traditional multi-core central processing unit (CPU) parallel computing with GPU accelerator 

technology. One customer taking advantage of this new solver is Parametric Solutions Inc., which 

specializes in the design, manufacture, test and assembly of gas turbine components and modules. 

"By adding NVIDIA GPU accelerators, our engineers cut the time for typical ANSYS Mechanical 

models in half, doubled the performance of maxed out CPU systems and often saved an entire day's 

worth of work," said David Cusano, chief technology officer and vice president of Parametric Solutions 

Inc. "Now, with support for GPU acceleration in ANSYS Fluent 15.0, complex CFD simulations can be 

accelerated in a similar fashion, especially when paired with new, higher performance NVIDIA Tesla 

K40 GPU accelerators. Our company is excited about the continued development of GPUs by NVIDIA 

and GPU acceleration in ANSYS." 

"ANSYS has worked with NVIDIA to make sure our joint customers can leverage cutting-edge GPU 

hardware for fluid dynamics simulation," said Barbara Hutchings, director of strategic partnerships at 

ANSYS. "ANSYS is investing deeply in GPUs as an emerging and powerful technology, which is why 

ANSYS has expanded its GPU support with NVIDIA through new high-performance computing (HPC) 

licensing that takes advantage of both central processing units (CPUs) and GPUs, and new GPU support 

from ANSYS electromagnetic simulation solution, HFSS™ Transient. Customers can now apply GPUs 

to speed up fluid dynamics, structural mechanics, and electromagnetic simulations - expanding the value 

of ANSYS HPC capabilities." 

"Customers get better, higher performance simulations to address their most difficult computational 

challenges thanks to our close work with ANSYS," said Andrew Cresci, general manager 

of Manufacturing Industries at NVIDIA. "By adding support for GPU acceleration in ANSYS Fluent, 

customers can run complex simulations considerably faster, leading to higher quality and more efficient 

designs for planes, cars, electrical devices and a range of other products." 
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Aras Subscription Includes Upgrade Services for Global PLM Environments Regardless of 

Customization 

11 February 2014 

 

Aras® has fundamentally changed how global enterprise PLM environments get upgraded. Aras has 

included upgrade services in the Aras subscription, typically a large additional recurring cost with other 

PLM providers, regardless of the amount of PLM solution customization. 

Learn about Aras Subscription Upgrades at http://www.aras.com/services/subscription.aspx 

A recent CIMdata commentary report titled Aras Innovator: Redefining Customization & Upgrades 

states, “This [no-cost version-to-version upgrades] is a rather bold guarantee given the historic 

challenges the industry has experienced with upgrading highly customized PLM deployments.” The 

report goes on to explain, “[We] discovered that there was much more to the story than just a contractual 

guarantee. Fundamentally, Aras Innovator is engineered to be highly configurable - even customizable - 

without resulting in expensive and complex version-to-version upgrades and re-implementations.” 

Unlike other PLM systems that effectively require a re-implementation and data migration, Aras is 

upgraded “in place” in a fraction of the time and effort because no recoding or data migration are 

necessary. Because of advanced PLM platform technology Aras upgrades are completed in 1/10th the 

total time and 1/100th of the total man hours required for conventional enterprise PLM systems, even for 

highly customized global deployments. 

The CIMdata commentary concludes, “The [Aras] solution’s ability to be upgraded without causing time 

and money to be spent on re-implementing customizations is impressive, and those looking for a highly 

customizable PLM solution should take note...the solution’s elegance is in its simplicity and in the fact 

that it is possible to upgrade without a penalty for customization. The follow-on impacts are significant, 

and for many of Aras’ customers there is a lot more value to come.” 

“We created our upgrade policy because too many companies are stuck on outdated versions of other 

PLM systems that have been customized and are too expensive and complicated to upgrade,” explained 

Peter Schroer, President of Aras. “We encourage companies to customize our out-of-the-box solutions 

and they can be sure that future updates will not be an issue because upgrades are free with our 

subscription. No one else does this because no one else can.” 

Download the CIMdata Report at http://aras.com/plm/002291 
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C3D Labs Releases V15 of Its Geometric Kernel 

13 February 2014 

 

C3D Labs (ASCON Group) is pleased to announce a newest release of its geometric modeling kernel, 

C3D. The company worked with customers over the last year on improving V15, and so the new version 

offers developers over fifty new functions, methods, and algorithms, as well as enriched documentation, 

http://www.aras.com/services/subscription.aspx
http://aras.com/plm/002291
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an improved test application, and English localization. The C3D Solver and C3D Converter modules 

now operate several times faster.  

"The potential for enhancing C3D is far from exhausted, as V15 proves,” said C3D Development 

Manager Nikolai Golovanov. “The architecture of the product provides great opportunities for 

developers. For example, we achieved impressive acceleration in individual components of the kernel.”  

Developers using the new version for three-dimensional computer-aided design systems will be able to 

increase the speed and efficiency of their applications with minimal consumption of their resources. 

English localization expands the geography of sales for the geometric kernel. Thanks to its flexible 

licensing policy, C3D is unique among the kernel offerings in the global market of CAD components. 

C3D V15 will be presented at the CeBIT 2014 exhibition (Hannover, Germany) and at COFES 2014 

(Scottsdale, Arizona, USA). Also all the interested are welcomed to join the webinars in English on 

February 20 (14.00 Moscow time, GMT +04:00) and February 25 (20.00 Moscow time, GMT +04:00). 

For further details, please contact them direct at c3d@ascon.ru.  

Top Ten Improvements to C3D 

Here are the most important changes to C3D V15: 

1.The Sweep Operation now creates bodies by three new methods: 

o Sweeps along several disjointed flat contours, 

o Sweeps of several disjointed contours on a curvilinear surface, 

o Sweeps along 3D curves. 

2.Fillets benefit from many improvements. For instance, users can now specify the face by which to 

perform the fillet, if the method is ambiguous. 

3.Collision detection is now performed when filleting intersecting bodies. 

4.V15 now manages what happens when merging coplanar faces during Boolean operations.  

5. Thin wall shells are now be created for surfaces with arbitrary borders. Previously, this was 

possible only for surfaces with rectangular borders. 

5.Every release includes new commands to the bending module, and so V15  now unbends bodies from 

sheet metal designs created with two sketches. 

6.The 3D Solver module now sets mates for independent geometric objects belonging to the model's 

space, and not just to the coordinate system of a specific body. This means that the system of mates 

controls not only the bodies, but now also independent objects, such as points, lines, planes, circles, 

and cylinders with a fixed radius. 

7.New algorithms significantly improve the 3D Solver module’s response time in solving systems of 

equations. For example, in assemblies consisting of 10 to 50 thousand objects and constraints, the 

solving time is up to 10 times faster! 

8.The 2D Solver module now allows users to specify a portion of a curve using two boundary points. 

This portion is considered a separate object within the system of constraints. 

9.In addition, three new constraints are available:  

o Aligning two points along a specified direction, 

o Constructing a curve point by the percentage of its length, 

o Creating linear dimensions between two circles, and between a circle and a linear object. 

http://ascon.net/main/events/?ev_id=1080
http://cofes.com/Events/COFES-2014.aspx
http://ascon.net/main/events/?ev_id=1081
http://ascon.net/main/events/?ev_id=1082
mailto:c3d@ascon.ru
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10. Because STEP is the most popular format among customers, the Data Conversion module now 

exports and imports attributes and annotations objects, such as construction geometry, dimensions, 

and text. As well, importing STEP files with large numbers of surfaces is much faster. For example, 

a 1.3GB assembly is imported 30x quicker than before! 
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CFD Simulation and Design Technology AcuNexus Brings Abstract Modeling to the Altair Partner 

Alliance  

12 February 2014 

 

The Altair Partner Alliance (APA) today announced the availability of AcuNexus through the program. 

AcuNexus, developed by NovusNexus, Inc., is computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software designed 

to support simulation-based design (SBD) and is based on the company's unique abstract modeling 

technology. 

AcuNexus uses geometry-independent abstract models, which are reusable because they are 

unconstrained by a CFD models actual geometry. Engineers utilize AcuNexus for CFD analysis in a 

number of industries, from automotive, aerospace and defense to consumer goods, energy and 

biomedical.  

"NovusNexus is looking forward to the possibilities that this next step in the relationship with Altair 

brings," said Bruce Webster, President and CEO at NovusNexus. "Since existing integration with 

AcuSolve has already been created, joining the Altair Partner Alliance is a natural evolution in our 

partnership.  It allows for an even more seamless solution by providing access to AcuNexus by 

HyperWorks users through the APA. We are excited to see what the future holds now that there are even 

more opportunities to explore and foster possible functionalities and innovative integrations between the 

two CFD software tools." 

"AcuNexus is a powerful preprocessor for AcuSolve, complementing our in-house preprocessors, 

AcuConsole and HyperMesh," said Farzin Shakib, the Vice President of CFD Technology at Altair. "It 

distinguishes itself by providing a unique abstract modeling technology, which seamlessly and visually 

automates CAD to input file generation."  

Three unique capabilities help AcuNexus to significantly accelerate product innovation and reduce the 

amount of time wasted by CFD analysts on tedious administrative tasks.  First, the software is geometry 

independent, allowing customers to reuse abstract models to define and capture simulation parameters. 

Second, it is capable of processing CAD models directly to avoid geometry conversion and 

simultaneously minimizes cleanup efforts. Third, the ability to generate mesh automatically provides 

consistent quality, independent of user skills.  

AcuNexus supports CAD geometry models from Pro/E, Creo, SolidWorks and Discrete for CFD 

analysis, with AcuSolve as its CFD solver. This makes AcuNexus extremely flexible for users. 

Meanwhile, all of these modules have been embedded with the abstract modeling technology to 

automate CFD processes, which assures consistency in results by reducing the potential for human error 

regardless of which functionality is being used. While it is recommended that CFD specialists test the 

same models that they create, abstract models do not require any CFD competence.  This means that it is 

possible for all engineers throughout an organization to initiate CFD simulations, allowing results to be 

http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7652804&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJhbGxpYW5jZS5jb20v
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7652804&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL25vdnVzbmV4dXMuY29tL2h0bWwvcHJvZHVjdHMuaHRtbA%3D%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7652804&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5ub3Z1c25leHVzLmNvbS8%3D
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available at any time. 

Available for the last 13 years, Altair's innovative unit-based licensing system allows HyperWorks users 

customizable access to a growing portfolio of applications, optimizing their return on investment (ROI) 

by making more than 20 in-house developed applications available by use of a single pool of recyclable 

HyperWorks units (HWUs).  

After experiencing this original licensing model's success, Altair has offered the opportunity for third-

party companies to run their own applications under this unit-based system, a collaboration now known 

as the Altair Partner Alliance. The overall flexibility of these HWUs empowers users via access to the 

largest, most complete suite of CAE applications available. The ROI increases for users each time a new 

application is added to the offering, since any of the partner programs can be accessed using the same 

leased HWUs they are already using to run HyperWorks. This makes more than 60 additional 

applications available at no incremental cost or long-term commitment. 

The introductory webinar for AcuNexus is taking place on February 26 at 9:00 am and 1:00 pm EST. 

HyperWorks users can learn more about NovusNexus and download AcuNexus at 

www.altairalliance.com/acunexus.  
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CONTACT's Component Architecture: Open for Partner Solutions 

11 February 2014 

 

CONTACT Software provides partners and third-party vendors with an excellent open technology 

platform for developing custom PLM solutions. The new component architecture offers partners a 

modular software toolkit which, in conjunction with a powerful development environment, supports 

different business models. 

Software vendors can adapt existing application modules from CONTACT's portfolio for specific 

industries and different countries, provide additional modules or develop fully integrated stand-alone IT 

solutions for complementary markets. The open source and interface concept implemented by 

CONTACT protects the investments of partners and customers alike. 

CONTACT's partner program is intended to generate added value for customers and boost the global 

footprint of the company. One milestone on this journey is the collaboration with the ECAD vendor 

Zuken. In November 2013, the leading vendor in the field of electronic design automation presented 

E³EDM, the first native EDM integration for electronic and fluid design, and is now starting to market it 

globally. The solution for data and process management in electronic engineering is based on 

CONTACT's modular software toolkit and is fully integrated in Zuken's E³Series. 

"The result of our joint venture with Zuken is an excellent example of what we mean by openness, and 

our modular software toolkit made it possible," says CONTACT's Managing Director Karl Heinz 

Zachries. "When establishing their PLM landscapes, users should be given best-in-class solutions that 

are easily learned, offer major benefits and are future proof. This can take the form of our own 

developments, standalone partner solutions or third-party add-on modules." In 2014, CONTACT intends 

to expand its partner network, primarily focusing on Europe and Asia. 

 

http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7652804&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS8%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7652804&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJhbGxpYW5jZS5jb20vYWN1bmV4dXM%3D
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Infinite Skills’ “SolidWorks - Surfacing Fundamentals Tutorial” Offers Advanced Training in 

Texturing 

10 February 2014 

 

Software training firm Infinite Skills Inc. this week introduced its “SolidWorks - Surfacing 

Fundamentals Tutorial,” an advanced-level course focused on SolidWorks' palette of tools for applying 

surfacing and texturing features to 3D models. 

SolidWorks is a computer aided design program that uses a parametric, feature-based assembly system 

for building mechanical models. It includes powerful tools for creating models with dynamic, richly 

textured surfaces. 

Infinite Skills’ SolidWorks - Surfacing Fundamentals Video Training provides a focused training guide 

to allow experienced SolidWorks users to master these powerful surfacing features in a matter of hours. 

Course author Matt Perez is a certified expert in SolidWorks who has worked in training and private 

training consulting, helping companies develop strategies to improve efficiency in using SolidWorks, 

since 2011. A SolidWorks user since 2009, Perez's expertise in surfacing has been recently recognized 

by SolidWorks for a tutorial that focused on designing a Chevrolet Camero. 

After a brief introduction, Perez demonstrates how to set up the command manager and toolbars for 

surfacing. He provides an overview of a modeling surface and the available tools, focusing on sketching 

splines, conics, and parabolas. 

From there, Perez explains some basic surfaces, including extruded, revolved, and planar surfaces, 

before moving on to advanced surface types such as a swept and lofted surfaces. 

Additional chapters include how to fill surfaces, utilizing freeform options, as well as extending, 

trimming, and thickening surfaces, along with several other surfacing tools. 

The course closes with a guide preparing students for the CSWP surface specialist certification exam, 

including recommended preparation, exam strategies, and a practice test. 

"Modeling cars is probably one of the most extreme uses of surfacing, but surfacing can be very simple 

as well," Perez explains. 

"Throughout this video series, we're going to talk about all the surfacing tools and how to use them. I'll 

help you understand surfacing tools and figure out how to use them in your day-to-day modeling needs." 

Free demo videos and a full list of course contents can be found on the SolidWorks - Fundamentals of 

Surfacing training page of the Infinite Skills website:  

http://www.infiniteskills.com/training/solidworks-surfacing-fundamentals.html 
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MSC Software Launches Flexible, Affordable Online Learning Platform for CAE Users 

11 February 2014 

 

MSC Software Corporation today announced a new online learning platform that provides 

http://www.infiniteskills.com/training/solidworks-surfacing-fundamentals.html
http://www.mscsoftware.com/
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individualized training for MSC users to get the most possible value from their software. 

The MSC Learning Center offers a full range of training services including self-paced learning resources 

in an online modular format. The Learning Center is available by subscription and accessible from 

desktops, laptops and tablets. Its broad range of content accommodates all learning styles and enables 

each user to work at their own pace. 

"There are as many learning styles as there are people, and we've built the MSC Learning Center to 

support all of them," said Jeff Graff, Vice President of Technical Support and e-Learning for MSC 

Software, "Some people learn through hands-on practice and observing cause and effect. Some need to 

learn individually while others need a community setting of like-minded people brainstorming and 

trading ideas. The MSC Learning Center has options to help all of those people use our simulation 

technology to its full potential to create superior products." 

The MSC Learning Center is designed to provide easy, flexible and affordable access to individuals and 

enterprises. Classes are broken into modules that build on knowledge learned from previous modules. 

The modular structure enables users to focus on and build experience in one topic at a time and to take 

targeted refreshers on specific topics. 

Each module includes a variety of learning content to appeal to different learners. There are lecture 

slides, software demonstrations and quizzes. Embedded workshops range from simple examples to real-

world problems delivered with model files. Voiceovers from instructors complement lecture material 

and demonstrations. Dynamic tables of contents enable users to browse a module's contents and jump to 

specific points in the course. Upon completing a course, the user can take a test to certify their 

completion. 

Learners can use the MSC Learning Center to work toward certification on MSC solutions. There are 

currently subscriptions available for Adams Learning Material and MSC Nastran Learning Material. To 

find out more about MSC Learning Center, see the informational MSC Learning Center video on 

YouTube or visit the MSC Learning Center at: http://www.mscsoftware.com/msc-learning-center. 
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VRMesh Triangulation for AutoCAD Is Released 

11 February 2014  

 

VirtualGrid is pleased to announce the formal release of VRMesh Triangulation for AutoCAD, a plugin 

application for AutoCAD 2014 and its family products (Architecture, Civil 3D, Map 3D...). It allows 

users to quickly and easily wrap point cloud data into accurate triangle meshes as well as create cross-

section curves within the AutoCAD environment. 

Key features include: 

 Advanced point cloud decimation 

 Accurate triangulation 

 Efficient denoising with edge-preserving capability 

 Cross-section curve generation 

 Finding the line of intersection between two planes 

http://www.mscsoftware.com/msc-learning-center
http://www.mscsoftware.com/msc-product-portfolio
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/adams
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIeP6vh2MxY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.mscsoftware.com/msc-learning-center
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 No limit concerning the point cloud and mesh size 

 Supporting *.txt, *.asc, *.xyz, *.las, *.ptx, *.pts, *.stl, *.obj 

With VRMesh's cutting-edge technologies, the plugin provides AutoCAD users with a powerful tool for 

point cloud and mesh processing that can be used in the field of urban planning, architecture, civil 

engineering construction, transportation, gaming, etc. 
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